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Dear Parent,
At VTech®, we know how much you enjoy staying on top of the hottest trends and
having the most high-tech gadgets around. We also know that your kids feel the
same way. With that in mind, we developed InnoTab® 3, a multi-function tablet
just for kids that brings all the magic of Mom’s and Dad’s tablets into a fun-filled
learning experience that fits the active lifestyles of kids.
InnoTab® 3 is the next generation of learning toys for children. It features a 4.3”
brilliant color LCD touch screen, a rotating camera and video recorder, and a
rechargeable battery pack, all housed in a sleek, durable, and compact design for
easy portability. With ten apps on board plus two free downloadable apps, there’s
plenty of content to get kids started. There’s also a large library of cartridge software
featuring your kids' favorite characters and a variety of accessories that allow kids
to customize their InnoTab® 3 just the way they want it.
Even more content is available online. Use the USB cable to connect to Learning
Lodge™ where you can download learning games, e-books, songs, videos, and
additional apps. The InnoTab® 3 has 4GB of memory onboard so there’s plenty of
space to store all the great content you’ll find. If you need more storage, just insert
a micro SD memory card to expand the memory.
When playing with InnoTab® 3, kids can look, liﬆen, touch, and tilt their way
through activities to discover a world of fun whenever they want and wherever
they go. Through interactive play, your child will develop skills in reading, math,
social studies, science, music, creativity, and more!
At VTech®, we are dedicated to helping your children uncover their talents. We
thank you for your trust in our products that encourage active minds through
imaginative play.
Sincerely,
Your friends at VTech®
To learn more about InnoTab® 3 and other VTech® toys,
visit www.vtechkids.com
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Thank you for purchasing InnoTab® 3 The Learning Tablet! InnoTab® 3 is
a multi-function, touch screen tablet for 3-9 year olds. Kids will love using
InnoTab® 3 to take photos and videos, read e-books, listen to music, play
games, and more. With microSD card expanded memory, and new apps
being added all the time, InnoTab® 3 is a great tablet for busy kids on the go.

Included in This Package
d*G>VTech® InnoTab® 3 Learning Tablet (including 2 InnoTab® Styluses)
d*G>InnoTab® Software Preview Cartridge
d*G> Learning Lodge™ Installation CD
d*G>0.:;E>
d*G>.MRENL.MKBG@
d*G>0L>KL(:GN:E
d*G>-><A:K@>:;E>:MM>KR+:<DƗ
d*G>-><A:K@>:;E>:MM>KR+:<DƘ
d*G> 1=:IM>K
Specification of AC/DC Adapter :
$GINM1#SF
*NMINM 1 F

 1=:IM>K
TM

Learning Lodge
Installation CD

Stylus String
InnoTab® Styluses

0.<:;E>

1

-><A:K@>:;E> :MM>KR
Packs Ɨ!'!Ƙ

0L>K’s manual

InnoTab® Software
Preview Cartridge

InnoTab® 3
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Warning: All packing materials, such as tape, plastic sheets, packaging
locks, wire ties, and tags are not part of this toy, and should be discarded
?HKRHNK<ABE=LL:?>MR
Note+E>:L>D>>IMA>NL>KLF:GN:E:LBM<HGM:BGLBFIHKM:GMBG?HKF:MBHG
AC Adapter Jack
Brightness Button

-HM:MBG@:F>K:

Power Button
Battery Charging
Indicator
Microphone
1HENF>NMMHGL
#>EINMMHG
Touch Screen

#HF>NMMHG

D-Pad Button

InnoTab® Stylus
:G=.MRENL#HE=>K
Stylus Fastener

Backup Battery
Slot & Cover

Battery
Compartment

InnoTab®
Cartridge Port

Battery Covers
Battery
Compartment
Battery Door Lock
Sliding Switch
microSD Memory Card
Slot
(microSD memory card
not included.)
#>:=IAHG>%:<D
0.+HKM

2
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Rotating Camera
Touch Screen
AC Adapter Jack
Headphone Jack
Power Button
USB Port
Brightness Button
Help Button
Microphone
Volume Buttons
Home Button
D-Pad Button
Battery Charging Indicator

InnoTab® Cartridge Port
InnoTab® Stylus &
Stylus Holder
Backup Battery Slot & Cover

Stylus Fastener

3

ACTION
Rotate the camera to take pictures of yourself and
your friends.
Touch the screen with your finger or the InnoTab®
stylus to play.
Use this to connect an AC/DC Adapter.
Use this to connect headphones (sold
separately).
Press this button to turn InnoTab® 3 on or off.
Plug the included USB cable into this USB port
to connect the tablet to your computer.
Press this button to adjust the screen brightness.
Press this button to replay voice instructions, or
ask for a hint.
Speak into this microphone to record your voice
or play microphone games.
Press these buttons to adjust the sound volume.
Press this button to return to the InnoTab® 3
desktop menu at any time.
Press this button to move up, down, left, or right
in some games or menus.
This flashes green when the rechargeable
batteries are being charged. It will turn off when
charging is complete.
Insert an InnoTab® cartridge (sold separately)
into this slot to play.
Use your finger or this stylus to play. Always place
the InnoTab® stylus back into the stylus holder
after use.
The backup battery provides power for the clock.
For backup battery replacement instructions,
please see the Care & Maintenance section on
page 23.
Use the stylus string to attach the stylus to this
fastener.
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Battery Door Lock Sliding
Switch
microSD Card Slot

Battery Compartments

Slide this switch to open the battery doors.
Always replace the InnoTab® 3 battery doors
after changing batteries.
Insert a microSD memory card (not included).
(NOTE: InnoTab® 3 is compatible with microSD
memory cards up to 32GB.)
Insert 4 "AA" batteries (not included) or the
rechargeable battery packs. For battery
installation instructions, please see the section
below.

How to Attach the Stylus
Tie one end of the stylus string to the stylus and the other end to the stylus
fastener on the InnoTab® 3.

Installing the Rechargeable Battery Packs
1. Make sure the InnoTab® 3 is turned off.
2. Turn the unit over. Slide the battery door lock switch forward and push
the battery covers off to each side to remove them.
3. Insert Battery PackƗ into the compartment on the right side and Battery
PackƘ into the compartment on the left side.
 d$GL>KMMA>;:MM>KRI:<DBGMHMA><HGG><MHKLEHM?BKLM
 d/A>GIK>LLMA>;:MM>KRI:<D=HPGNGMBEBMK>LMLBGIE:<>
  ->IE:<>MA>;:MM>KR<HO>KL

4
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Charging and Recharging the Batteries
The rechargeable batteries should be fully charged before the first use. To
charge and recharge the batteries, please follow the instructions below.
1. Make sure the battery packs are installed in the tablet.
2. Use the AC adapter that comes with the InnoTab® 3. Plug one end of the
AC adapter into the power jack on the InnoTab® 3 and plug the other
end into a wall outlet.
Note: The AC adapter is not a toy, and should only be used by an adult.
3. You can continue to use the InnoTab® 3 while the AC adapter is
connected, but the batteries will not charge while the InnoTab® 3 is
on. When you’re done playing, turn the power off and leave the tablet
connected to a wall outlet to charge it.
4. The green light on the tablet will flash to indicate charging is in progress.
When the batteries are fully charged the light will turn off. A full charge
takes about 4.5 hours with the AC adapter.
Note: If the green light on the tablet flashes very quickly during charging,
the battery packs may not be connected properly. Please reinstall
the battery packs and try again.

Important Notes:
d (:D>LNK>MA>InnoTab® 3 is turned off before charging.
d /A>M:;E>MPBEE<A:K@>:MM>FI>K:KNK>L;>MP>>G°C~35°C (41°F~95°F).
If the tablet is not charging properly, please move it to a location with a
suitable temperature.
d :MM>KRK>FHO:E:G=K>IE:<>F>GMLAHNE=HGER;>=HG>;R:G:=NEM
d &>>IMA><HGG><MHKIBGLHGMA>InnoTab® 3 and the metal contacts on
the battery packs clean for optimal performance.
d BL<HGG><MMA>M:;E>M?KHFMA>:=:IM>K:G=K>FHO>MA>;:MM>KRI:<DL
before cleaning.
d !HK;>LMK>LNEML IE>:L>NL>MA>:=:IM>KMA:M[LBG<EN=>=BGMABLI:<D:@>
Warning: Do not allow any metal objects to touch the metal contacts on
the battery packs or the contact pins on the InnoTab® 3.
5
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Battery Notice
d HGHMFBQHE=:G=G>P;:MM>KB>L
d HGHMFBQ;:MM>KB>LH?=B??>K>GMMRI>L:ED:EBG> LM:G=:K=<:K;HG SBG< 
or rechargeable (Ni-MH).
d *GER;:MM>KB>LH?MA>L:F>HK>JNBO:E>GMMRI>:LK><HFF>G=>=:K>MH;>
used.
dEP:RLBGL>KM;:MM>KB>LIKHI>KERF:M<ABG@MA>IENL+) and minus (-) signs.
dHGHMLAHKM <BK<NBMMA>LNIIERM>KFBG:EL
d HGHM=BLIHL>H?;:MM>KB>LBG?BK> :L;:MM>KB>LF:R>QIEH=>HKE>:D
d ->FHO>;:MM>KB>L?KHFMA>MHRB?BMPBEEGHM;>NL>=?HK:G>QM>G=>=I>KBH=
of time.
d /HIK>O>GM?BK>HK>E><MKB<LAH<D =HGHM>QIHL>MA>NGBMMHK:BGHKFHBLMNK>
d HGHMK>I:BKHK:EM>KMA>;:MM>KRI:<DLBG:GRLBMN:MBHG
d HGHM=BL:LL>F;E>HKK>:LL>F;E>MA>;:MM>KRI:<DL
d :MM>KB>LF:R<HGM:BGA:S:K=HNLF:M>KB:EL :G=F:R;>GHG=BLIHL:;E> 
Please contact a recycling company for a proper disposal method.
d OHB=FBQBG@;:MM>KB>LH?=B??>K>GMLBS>L:G=<:I:<BMB>LBGRHNK>E><MKHGB<
device.
d QA:NLM>=;:MM>KB>L:K>MH;>K>FHO>=?KHFMA>MHR
d /A>MHRBLGHMMH;><HGG><M>=MHFHK>MA:GMA>K><HFF>G=>=GNF;>K
of power supplies.
This charger is not a toy. This charger is not intended for use by children.
Do not recharge non-rechargeable batteries.

)*/  When InnoTab ® 3 is running on
batteries, you may see this icon appear on the
. This indicates that battery power
screen
is low, and you should replace the batteries
soon. Battery time remaining once the icon
first appears is approximately 10-30 minutes,
depending on the type of batteries in use. After
that, InnoTab® 3 will show the very low battery screen for 3 seconds, and
then will turn off automatically.
To preserve battery life, InnoTab® 3 will shut down automatically when there
is no input for a few minutes.
6
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Standard guidelines for adapter toys and electrically operated products
d LPBMA:EE>E><MKB<:EIKH=N<ML IK><:NMBHGLLAHNE=;>NL>=:G=H;L>KO>=
during handling and use to prevent electric shock.
d HGHME>:O>MA>MHRIEN@@>= BG?HK>QM>G=>=I>KBH=LH?MBF>
d *GERNL>MA>K><HFF>G=>=:=:IM>KPBMAMA>MHR
d )>O>K<E>:G:IEN@@>= BGMHRPBMAEBJNB=
d )>O>KNL>FHK>MA:GHG>:=:IM>K
d /A>:=:IM>KBLGHM:MHR
d +:K>GMLLAHNE=I>KBH=B<:EER>Q:FBG>MA>:=:IM>K?HK<HG=BMBHGLMA:MF:RK>LNEM
in the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury to persons and that, in the event
of such conditions, the adapter should not be used until properly repaired.

How to Play
STEP 1: Turn InnoTab® 3 On
Turn InnoTab® 3 on by holding down the Power button
for a few seconds. A VTech® logo and an InnoTab® 3
logo will appear and remain onscreen for a few seconds.
STEP 2: Personalize Your Profile
The first time you turn on InnoTab® 3, you will be asked
MHI>KLHG:EBS>RHNKIKH?BE> 2A>GRHN:K>:LD>=MH>GM>K
your name, use the on-screen keyboard to type in your
name, and touch “*&gPA>GRHNK>=HG> 2A>GRHN:K>
asked to take your profile picture, touch the on-screen
shutter icon, and then touch “*& g
STEP 3: InnoTab® 3 Desktop
In the InnoTab® 3 desktop, you will see several app icons. Flick left or right
to look at the apps available on the desktop menu, and then touch an app
icon to start playing. (For more details about the built-in apps, please see
the Built-in Apps section below.)
)*/  2A>GRHNLM:KMIE:RBG@PBMAInnoTab® 3, please go to the Clock
app to update the date and time to the current date and time. See
the Clock section below for more details.
7
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Desktop Menu
Status Bar

Built-in Apps

Cartridge Icon

Downloads
Desktop

Desktop

Status Bar1B>PMA>+KH?BE>G:F>:G=<NKK>GMMBF>
Built-in Apps: Touch an app icon to play.
Cartridge Icon: If an InnoTab® cartridge (sold separately) is inserted, touch
the cartridge icon to play.
Downloads: Touch the Downloads icon to view, play, or manage any content
that you have downloaded from Learning LodgeTM. (Please see the Downloads
Menu section below for details.)

Status Bar
Time
Name
Name - The profile name is displayed here.
Time - This is the time display. Go into the Clock app to reset the time if it
=H>LGHMF:M<ARHNKMBF>SHG>

8
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Common Function Icons
Icon

Function
Touch this to confirm you are done with the current task.
Touch this to cancel.
Touch this to add a new item.
Touch this to delete an item.
Touch this to edit/modify.
Touch this to go back/return to previous screen.
/HN<AMABLMH>QBM
Touch this to enter the delete mode.
Touch this to enter the edit/settings mode.
This indicates that the content has been locked in the Parent
.>MMBG@L  #HE=
to unlock the content before it can be
deleted.

InnoTab® Software Preview Cartridge
The InnoTab ® Software Preview cartridge
contains ten preview videos that show some
of the great software titles that are available on
the InnoTab®. InnoTab® software titles can be
purchased at local retailers or online at VTech's
Learning Lodge™.
)*/  /A> $GGH/:; .H?MP:K> +K>OB>P <:KMKB=@> MA:M <HF>L BG MABL I:<D:@> BL
compatible with InnoTab® 3 Plus only.)

9
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Built-in Apps
E-Reader
/HN<AMA> ->:=>KB<HGMHK>:=> ;HHDL=HPGEH:=>=
from Learning Lodge TM. Flick left or right to move
between the bookshelves and see all the e-books you
have downloaded.
Three pages of the e-book - "What's That Noise?" - are
included as a sample. The full e-book can be purchased
online from the InnoTab® 3 HPGEH:=>GM>KHG1/><A[L
Learning LodgeTM.)
Connect to Learning Lodge™ to purchase and download
more e-books. See the Connecting to Learning LodgeTM
section on page 19 for more details.

Games
Touch the Games icon to play the games that you have
purchased and downloaded from Learning Lodge™.
Flick left or right to move between the game shelves.
*G>@:F> MA>"EH;> BLBG<EN=>=HGMA>LA>E? .>>MA>
Globe section below for more details.
Connect to Learning Lodge™ to purchase and download
more games. See the Connecting to Learning Lodge™
section on page 19 for more details.

Globe
B=RHNDGHPMA:MPBMA:KNGGBG@LM:KM ABE>[LINF:<:GCNFIAHKBSHGM:EER
HO>K   BG<A KNE>KL *K  MA:M @RIM P:L HG<> KNE>= ;R :  R>:K HE=
DBG@ QIEHK>MA>@EH;>MHE>:KGFHK><HHE?:<ML:LP>EE:L">H@K:IAR 
popular sports, customs, animals, landmarks, and languages from around
MA>PHKE= #:IIRMK:O>EBG@

10
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Art Studio
Touch the Art Studio icon to draw a picture or edit a photo. Touch a tool on
the right to start your creation.
New Page
Save
->L>M
0G=H

Pencil
Brush
Magic Pen
Sticker
Fun Tool
K:L>K

(NLB<*G*??

Pencil – Touch this to draw with different colored pencils.
Brush – Touch this to paint with different colored brushes.
Magic Pen – Touch this to draw with fun colored and patterned pens.
Sticker – Touch this to put stickers on your creation.
Fun Tool – Touch this to play with silly tools – such as a hopping frog!
K:L>Kb/HN<AMABL:G=MA>GMHN<AMA>L<K>>GMH>K:L>PA:MRHNO>=HG>
New Page – Touch this to make a new creation. You can choose a page
template or a photo to start with.
Save – Touch this to save your creation.
->L>Mb/HN<AMABLMHK>L>MMA>PAHE><K>:MBHG
0G=Hb/HN<AMABLMHNG=HPA:MRHNCNLM=B=
(NLB<*G*??b/HN<AMABLMHMNKGMA>;:<D@KHNG=FNLB<HGHKH??
TIP: Touch

11

to go back to the toolbox menu.
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Wonder Cam
Touch the Wonder Cam icon to take photos with fun decorations and
effects.
Funny Face Mode
Normal Mode
All-Me Mode
!:GM:LR ??><M(H=>
Sticker Mode
Kaleidoscope Mode
Frame Mode

Thumbnail

NMH >M><MBHG
Face Detection
Shutter

Normal Mode - Touch this to take a photo without any decoration or effect.
All-Me Mode - Touch this to take a photo with an All-Me effect, and your face
will appear on all the characters in the photo.
Sticker Mode - Touch this to take a photo with a silly sticker.
Kaleidoscope Mode - Touch this to take a photo through a kaleidoscope.
Funny Face Mode - Touch this to make a funny face photo.
!:GM:LR ??><M(H=> /HN<AMABLMHM:D>:IAHMHPBMA:?:GM:LR>??><M
Frame Mode - Touch this to take a photo with a frame.
Thumbnail - Touch this to view the photo you have just taken.
Arrows - Touch these to see more decorations or effects.
NMH>M><MBHG /HN<AMABLMHMNKGNMH>M><MBHGHGHKH??BG!:GM:LR ??><M
Mode. If this feature is on, the fantasy effects will automatically be placed in
the area with the most light. If the feature is off, then the effects will be placed
in a predetermined pattern near the edge of the picture.
Face Detection - Touch this to turn Face Detection on or off in Sticker Mode.
$?!:<>>M><MBHGBLHG MA><:F>K:PBEE<A:G@>MA>LBS>:G=IE:<>F>GMH?MA>
sticker to try to match your face.

Shutter - Touch this to take a photo.
/$+ 4HN<:GL>E><MMA>IAHMHK>LHENMBHG;R<A:G@BG@MA>+AHMH.BS>
options in the Settings menu. More memory space is required for
higher photo resolutions.
)*/ )HM:EE>??><ML<:G;>L:O>=HG:EEIAHMHK>LHENMBHGL
12
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Video Recorder
/HN<AMA>1B=>H-><HK=>KB<HGMHK><HK=OB=>H /A>F:QBFNFK><HK=BG@
E>G@MA?HK>:<AOB=>HBLFBGNM>L
Time

Thumbnail

-><HK=;NMMHG

Time - This is the elapsed time of the video now recording.
-><HK=;NMMHG /HN<AMABLMHLM:KMLMHIK><HK=BG@
Thumbnail - Touch this to view the video you have just taken.
WARNING:1B=>HK><HK=BG@F:RM:D>NIF>FHKRJNB<DER HGG><MRHNK
InnoTab® 3 to Learning LodgeTM and select “File Managerg to back up your
videos to your computer regularly. See the Connecting to Learning LodgeTM
section on page 19 for more details.

My Magic Beanstalk
A mysterious Bean Seller has given you some
magic beans. And where there are magic
beans, a magic beanstalk is sure to follow! Take
care of your very own magic beanstalk in this
simulation game that takes place in real time.
Your beanstalk will respond to your actions just
like a real plant would. If you water it every day and take good care of it,
MA>;>:GLM:EDPBEE@KHPM:EE #HPAB@A<:GMABLF:@B<;>:GLM:ED@KHP/A>
answer is up to you!
4HN <:G :ELH NL> F:@B< IHMBHGL MH F:D> RHNK IE:GM @KHP ;>:GL  :<A
F:@B<IHMBHG@KHPL:=B??>K>GMMRI>H?;>:G 0L>=B??>K>GMIHMBHGL:G=MKR
to collect all the beans.
Note to Parents: As your children play this game, they will earn special gifts
that will help them take better care of their beanstalk. When your child
receives a message about earning a gift, connect the InnoTab® 3 to Learning
Lodge™ to download the gift package onto your child's tablet.
13 NKKB<NENF/BF>(:G:@>F>GM ->LIHGLB;BEBMR 'B?>.<B>G<>
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Movie Maker
Lights, camera, action! Now you can be
your very own movie director in this fun and
exciting stop-motion animation app! First, use
the camera to take a series of pictures. Then,
watch your pictures come to life as they are
played back in order. You can also choose
backgrounds and music and create a poster to show off your movie!

Videos
/HN<AMA>1B=>HLB<HGMHP:M<AFHMBHG%+ "(%+ " :G=# format
videos you have transferred to your InnoTab® 3 from your computer, videos
that you have purchased and downloaded from Learning LodgeTM, or videos
MA:MRHNA:O>M:D>GPBMAMA>1B=>H-><HK=>KHGRHNKInnoTab® 3  QI:G=
InnoTab® 3 memory by inserting a microSD memory card (not included).
Connect your InnoTab® 3 to Learning LodgeTM and select “File Managerg
to transfer videos.
1B=>H-><HK=>K
EHL>=:IMBHGL*G*??

Album
+K>OBHNL->PBG=+E:R+:NL>!HKP:K=)>QM/K:LA:G

See the Connecting to Learning LodgeTM section on page 19 for more details.
Album - Touch this to go to see a list of saved videos.
Previous – Touch this to go to the previous video.
->PBG=b/HN<AMABLMHK>PBG=MA>OB=>H
+E:R+:NL>b/HN<AMABLMHIE:RHKI:NL>MA>OB=>H
Forward – Touch this to fast forward the video.
Next – Touch this to go to the next video.
Trash Can – Touch this to delete the current video.
14
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1B=>H-><HK=>K /HN<AMABLMHNL>RHNKInnoTab® 3 1B=>H-><HK=>K
EHL>=:IMBHGL*G*?? /HN<AMABLMHMNKG<EHL>=<:IMBHGLHGHKH??HGER
available if the video that's playing comes with closed captions). To change
the settings for closed captions, please select Closed Captions from the
Parent Settings menu.
For more details about transferring videos to your InnoTab® 3, please see
the Transferring Photos and Videos section below.

Music
Touch the Music icon to listen to MP3 format
songs you have transferred to your InnoTab® 3.
You can purchase and download music from
Learning Lodge™, or you can transfer music
to your InnoTab® 3 from your computer using
Learning Lodge™  QI:G=InnoTab® 3 memory by
inserting a microSD memory card (not included).
Connect your InnoTab® 3 to Learning Lodge™ and
L>E><M\!BE>(:G:@>KgMHMK:GL?>KFNLB< .>>MA>
Connecting to Learning Lodge™ section on page
19 for more details.
Previous
+E:R+:NL>)>QM

Photos
/HN<A MA> +AHMHL B<HG MH EHHD :M %+ "
format photos you have transferred to
your InnoTab® 3 and photos taken with
the InnoTab® 3 Wonder Cam app. You can
transfer photos to your InnoTab® 3 from
your computer using Learning LodgeTM.
QI:G= InnoTab® 3 memory by inserting
a microSD memory card (not included).
Connect your InnoTab ® 3 to Learning
Lodge™ and select “File Managerg to
transfer photos. See the Connecting to
Learning LodgeTM section on page 19 for
more details.
15
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Album - Touch this to see a list of saved photos.
Set Wallpaper – Touch this to set the current photo as your desktop
wallpaper.
Previous – Touch this go to the previous photo.
Play – Touch this to view a photo slideshow.
Next – Touch this to go to the next photo.
Trash Can – Touch this to delete the current photo.
Camera - Touch this to use your InnoTab® 3 Wonder Cam app.
TIP: Turn the rotating Camera to the front to take a photo of yourself. Turn
the rotating Camera to the back to take a picture of your friends. You
can change the viewing orientation between landscape and portrait by
rotating the tablet.

Calendar
Touch the Calendar icon to look at or edit your
calendar. To mark a day with a sticker, drag a
sticker from the tool bar to the day. To add a
note, touch the day, and then type in your note
using the pop-up keyboard.
Touch
to delete a sticker or a note.
You can save up toLMB<D>KLMHF:KDRHNKBFIHKM:GM=:M>L

Clock
Touch the Clock to set the time or date, or use the
stopwatch.
Clock – Touch this to view or adjust the time.
Stopwatch – Touch this to use the stopwatch to count
up.
Date – Touch this to view or adjust the date.

Clock Stopwatch Date

16
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Calculator
Touch the Calculator icon to do simple calculations.
TIP: Try shaking the tablet to see what happens.

Notes
Touch the Notes icon to type a new note or view a note
you have saved. Touch anywhere on the page to open
the pop-up keyboard and start typing.
To look at your saved notes, flick left or right to see the
previous or next note. To see a list of all your notes,
touch
.
4HN <:G L:O> NI MH  <A:K:<M>KL I>K GHM> :G= :
maximum of 100 notes.

Settings
Touch the Settings icon to edit your profile name, set a
profile picture, record a greeting message, set desktop
P:EEI:I>K  <A:G@> <:F>K: IAHMH LBS>  <A><D F>FHKR
usage, delete game records, lock content from deletion,
change closed captions settings, and view the InnoTab® 3
firmware version number.
->@BLM>KRHNKInnoTab® 3 on Learning LodgeTM to obtain a
registered license for the onboard content and software.
To ensure that your tablet has been registered, go to the
About menu in the Settings menu in your InnoTab® 3. You
will see the license type listed as "Trial" until your InnoTab® 3 is registered
on Learning LodgeTM.
17 /$+ 4HN<:GK>L>MMA>M:;E>MMH?:<MHKRL>MMBG@L;RMRIBG@- . /
into the My Name profile in Settings.
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2-)$)": Any data saved in internal memory will be lost. Data saved in
a mircoSD card (not included) will not be affected by resetting the tablet.

Playing an InnoTab® Cartridge
If an InnoTab® cartridge (sold separately) has been inserted properly, you
will see the cartridge icon at the bottom of the desktop menu screen. Touch
the cartridge icon to play.

Downloads Menu
In the InnoTab® 3 desktop, touch the Downloads icon to
manage your downloaded content. Touch any category at
the bottom to see the downloaded items in that category.
Touch
to enter the delete mode.
In delete mode, touch an item to delete it. A pop-up menu
PBEE:LDB?RHNK>:EERP:GMMH=>E>M>MA:MBM>F /HN<A\4>Lg
, hold
to
MH<HG?BKF HK\)HgMH<:G<>E $?RHNL>>
unlock the content.

Inserting a microSD Card
You can insert a microSD card (not included) into your InnoTab® 3 to
expand available memory for downloaded content, photos, videos or music.
InnoTab® 3 is compatible with memory cards up to 32GB.
- Make sure the tablet is turned off.
- Locate the microSD card slot on the back of InnoTab® 3. It is under the
battery cover with the "microSD" inscription next to it.
- Insert the microSD card, as shown in images 3 & 4.

3

4
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Connecting to Learning LodgeTM
HGG><MMH'>:KGBG@'H=@>MHD>>IMK:<DH?RHNK<ABE=LE>:KGBG@IKH@K>LL
online. You can also download great apps, e-books, music, videos and
themes. To install the InnoTab® 3 version of the Learning Lodge™ software
on your computer, follow the instructions below.
d $GL>KM:G.<:K=BGMHRHNKInnoTab® 3, as shown above, if you wish to
expand the available memory.
d /NKGHGRHNKInnoTab® 3.
d 'H<:M>MA>0.IHKMHGRHNKInnoTab® 3 and open the rubber port cover.
d $GL>KMMA>LF:EE>K>G=H?MA>BG<EN=>=0.<:;E>BGMHMA>0.IHKMHG
your InnoTab® 3.
d $GL>KMMA>E:K@>K>G=H?MA>0.<:;E>BGMH:0.IHKMHGRHNK<HFINM>K 
/A>0.IHKMBLNLN:EERF:KD>=PBMAMA>LRF;HEMA:M:II>:KLHGMA>
0.IHKM<HO>KH?RHNKInnoTab® 3 +E>:L>K>?>KMHBF:@>L;>EHP

5

6

d 2A>G MA> <HGG><MBHG BL LN<<>LL?NE RHNK InnoTab® 3 will show a
\HGG><M>=MHHFINM>KgL<K>>GBF:@>
d $?RHNA:O>GHM:EK>:=RBGLM:EE>='>:KGBG@'H=@>
on your computer, the Learning Lodge™ Setup
Program will automatically launch. Follow the
prompts on screen to complete the installation.
d !HKA>EINLBG@MA>'>:KGBG@'H=@>K>?>KMHMA>
#>EIL><MBHGH?MA>IKH@K:F
7
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Other Learning Lodge™ Installation Methods
If the Setup Program fails to launch when you connect the InnoTab® 3 to
your computer, you can also install Learning Lodge™ through one of the
following methods.
d $GLM:EE:MBHG?HK+HFINM>KL
- $GL>KMMA>'>:KGBG@'H=@>BGMHMA> -*(=KBO>
- Wait for the installation screen to come up. If the installation screen

=H>L GHM <HF> NI :NMHF:MB<:EER  @H MH \(R HFINM>Kg :G= MA>G
KB@AM<EB<DHGMA> -*(=KBO> !KHFMA>=KHI =HPGF>GN <AHHL>
\ QIEHK>g:G==HN;E><EB<DMA>\1/><A8MHR8.>MNI >Q>gB<HGMHLM:KMBM
up manually.
- Select the InnoTab® 3 version of Learning Lodge™ on the installation

screen.
- EB<D\$GLM:EEgMH;>@BGMA>BGLM:EE:MBHG
- Follow the on-screen prompts to install Learning Lodge™.

d $GLM:EE:MBHG?HK(:<BGMHLAHFINM>KL
 $GL>KMMA>'>:KGBG@'H=@>BGMHMA> -*(=KBO>
 HN;E><EB<DMA>\1/><A/HR.>MNIgB<HGBGMA>IHI NIPBG=HP
- Select the InnoTab® 3 version of Learning Lodge™ on the installation
screen.
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 EB<D\$GLM:EEgMH;>@BGMA>BGLM:EE:MBHG
- Follow the on-screen prompts to install Learning Lodge™.
dHPGEH:=MA>.>MNI!BE>L?KHFMA>1/><A® Website
- To download the files, go to:
 PPP OM><ADB=L <HF=HPGEH:=?HK0.HK
 PPP OM><ADB=L <:MHRL=HPGEH:=?HK:G:=:
- Select InnoTab® 3 from the list of products and click the Download
button for PC or Mac depending on which type of computer you own.
 -NGMA>.>MNI+:<D:@>:G=?HEEHPMA>HG L<K>>GIKHFIMLMHBGLM:EE
Learning Lodge™.

Transferring Photos and Videos
4HN<:GMK:GL?>KIAHMHLOB=>HL?KHFRHNK<HFINM>KMHRHNKInnoTab® 3
using Learning LodgeTM. See the Photos section above for more details.
InnoTab® 3 LNIIHKML%+ "?HKF:MM>=IAHMHL:G=(%+ "# ;:L>EBG>
IKH?BE>?HKF:MM>=OB=>HIE:R;:<D *MA>KOB=>H?HKF:ML<:G;><HGO>KM>=MH
work with InnoTab® 3 using third party software (not included). There may be
legal restrictions associated with the use of commercial video files, movies,
programs and other content for which VTech® accepts no responsibility or
EB:;BEBMR 0L>KLLAHNE=M:D>K>LIHGLB;BEBMR?HKH;L>KOBG@K>E>O:GM<HIRKB@AM
law in their country for this type of media.
-><HFF>G=>=?HKF:ML>MMBG@LK>JNBK>=?HKOB=>HIE:R;:<D
compatibility with InnoTab® 3:
When converting your video for InnoTab, please follow the following guidelines:
Supported format:
# ;:L>EBG>IKH?BE>OB=>H:G=(+:N=BHBG:G1$?BE>
-><HFF>G=>=K>LHENMBHG
QB?LHNK<>BL:G=QB?LHNK<>BL *MA>KK>LHENMBHGL:K>LNIIHKM>=
but are not optimal for the device.
-><HFF>G=>=1B=>H;BMK:M>
&;IL *MA>K;BMK:M>L:K>LNIIHKM>=;NM:K>GHMHIMBF:E?HKMA>=>OB<>
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-><HFF>G=>=N=BH;BMK:M>
&;IL *MA>K;BMK:M>L:K>LNIIHKM>=;NM:K>GHMHIMBF:E?HKMA>=>OB<>
(:QBFNF?BE>LBS>
"HO>KAHNKLH?IE:RMBF>NLBG@MA>K><HFF>G=>=L>MNI
The following freeware programs may be used to convert most videos:
O:GMB"0$
>-B@AM.H?M.NI>K¡
MediaCoder
/ G<H=>K
(All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. VTech® does not endorse,
support or accept any liability for the freeware listed above.)

Minimum System Requirements
PC Hardware Requirements:
+0+>GMBNF® 4 or above
(>FHKR(-(
(#:K==BLDLI:<>
(HGBMHK->LHENMBHGQ
0.+HKMK>JNBK>=
PC Software Requirements:
Microsoft® Windows®3+ 2BG=HPL1BLM:®, Windows®HK2BG=HPL®*I>K:MBG@
System
Adobe® Flash®+E:R>K b*MA>KKHPL>KL
(:<BGMHLA#:K=P:K>->JNBK>F>GML
Macintosh Computer with an Intel processor
(>FHKR(-(
(#:K==BLDLI:<>
0.+HKMK>JNBK>=
Macintosh Software Requirements:
(:<*.3O>KLBHG     HK 
Adobe® Flash®+E:R>K b*MA>KKHPL>KL1>KLBHG
*Internet connection required for Internet enabled functions on both PC and
Macintosh computers.
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Microsoft®:G=2BG=HPLEH@HL:K>MK:=>F:KDLH?(B<KHLH?MHKIHK:MBHGBGMA>0GBM>=
States and other countries. Adobe®, the Adobe logo, Flash® are trademarks of Adobe
.RLM>FL$G<HKIHK:M>=BGMA>0GBM>=.M:M>L:G=HMA>K<HNGMKB>L $GM>E®, Pentium® are
MK:=>F:KDLH?$GM>EHKIHK:MBHGBGMA>0GBM>=.M:M>L:G=HMA>K<HNGMKB>L (:<BGMHLA
:G= (:< EH@HL :K> MK:=>F:KDL H? IIE> $G<  K>@BLM>K>= BG MA> 0GBM>= .M:M>L :G=
other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
/#$. +-*0/ $. )*/ )*-.  *- .+*).*-  4 *  .4./ (.
$)*-+*-/  +0'$.# -*!!'.#

NOTE: Do not disconnect InnoTab® 3 or the computer while files are
downloading. After you have finished, turn off the tablet to save
IHP>K 2A>GGHM<HGG><M>=MH:<HFINM>K IE>:L><EHL>MA>0.
port cover on the InnoTab® 3 for safety.

Care & Maintenance
Keep InnoTab® 3 out of direct sunlight and away from direct sources of heat.
->FHO>MA>;:MM>KB>LPA>GGHMNLBG@BM?HK:G>QM>G=>=I>KBH=H?MBF>
OHB==KHIIBG@BM ) 1 -MKRMH=BLF:GME>BM
Always keep your InnoTab® 3 away from water.
+E>:L> >Q:FBG> MA> MHR MK:GL?HKF>K I>KBH=B<:EER ?HK <HG=BMBHGL MA:M F:R
result in the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury to persons (such as damage
to the output cord, blades, housing, or other parts) and that, in an event of
such conditions, the transformer should not be used until properly repaired.
  HGHMMHN<AHKINLAMA>F>M:EIBGLHGMA>NG=>KLB=>H?>:<A;:MM>KRI:<D 
or it will damage the battery.

1.


4.


Using the InnoTab® 3 touch screen and stylus:
d 0L>HGER>GHN@AIK>LLNK>MHHI>K:M>MA>@:F> /HHFN<AIK>LLNK>F:R
damage the touch screen.
d HGHMNL>MA>LMRENLB?BMBL;KHD>G
d HGHMNL>:GRHMA>KLMRENLHGMA>MHN<AL<K>>GHMA>KMA:G:GInnoTab® stylus.
d +NMMA>LMRENL;:<DBGMA>LMRENLAHE=>KPA>GGHMBGNL>

Cleaning the InnoTab® 3 touch screen
d .EB@AMER=:FI>G:LH?M EBGM ?K>><EHMAPBMA:EBMME>P:M>K:G=PBI>MA>L<K>>G
to loosen dirt.
d 0LBG@:<E>:G:G==KR<EHMA PBI>MA>L<K>>G=KR ->I>:MMA>L>MPH
23
steps as needed.
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d +:R:MM>GMBHGMHMA>LF:EE@:I:KHNG=MA>>=@>H?MA>'L<K>>G HGHM
allow any small particles to fall into it.
d $?RHN?BG=LF:EEI:KMB<E>LBGMABL@:I NL>:MHHMAIB<DMH@>GMERK>FHO>MA>F

Cleaning the InnoTab® 3 cabinet
d &>>IRHNKInnoTab® 3 clean by wiping it with a slightly damp cloth. Never use
solvents or abrasives.

Backup battery replacement
d(:D>LNK>MA>M:;E>MBLMNKG>=H??
d'H<:M>MA>;:<DNI;:MM>KR<HO>KHGMA>;:<DH?MA>M:;E>M MA>GHI>GBM
with a screwdriver as shown in image 8.
d$GL>KM1-;:MM>KRBGMA>;:MM>KR<HFI:KMF>GMPBMAMA>“+g side
facing up as shown in image 9.

8

9

d(:D>LNK>MHK>IE:<>MA>;:<DNI;:MM>KR<HO>K
WARNING
A very small percentage of the public, due to an existing condition, may
>QI>KB>G<>>IBE>IMB<L>BSNK>LHKFHF>GM:KREHLLH?<HGL<BHNLG>LLPA>G
viewing certain types of flashing colors or patterns, especially on television.
While the InnoTab® 3 Learning Tablet does not contribute to any additional
risks, we do recommend that parents supervise their children while they play
OB=>H@:F>L $?RHNK<ABE=>QI>KB>G<>L=BSSBG>LL :EM>K>=OBLBHG =BLHKB>GM:MBHG 
or convulsions, discontinue use immediately and consult your physician.
Please note that focusing on an LCD screen at close range for a prolonged
period of time may cause fatigue or discomfort. We recommend that children
M:D>: FBGNM>;K>:D?HK>O>KRAHNKH?IE:R
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Troubleshooting
Problem
Screen displays with
no sound.

Possible Reason

Volume is turned
down.
Headphones are
connected.
Screen turns on, then Battery power low.
immediately off.
No picture (or
Program needs to be
incorrect picture) on reset.
screen, and pressing
the Power button has
no effect.

Solution
Adjust the volume control.

Unplug headphones from
headphone jack.
Replace or recharge the
batteries.
Disconnect all power
supplies (batteries and
adapter), then reconnect all
power supplies.
Press the Power button.
Remove the cartridge, clean
it if necessary, and then reinsert it into the InnoTab® 3.
No screen display
Battery power low.
Replace or recharge the
after pressing Power
batteries.
button.
Incomplete battery
Make sure to install all
installation.
batteries in the battery
compartment.
No AC adapter power. Securely connect the AC
adapter or car adapter to
both the InnoTab® 3 and the
power source.
The cartridge icon
Poor cartridge
Remove the cartridge, clean
does not appear on connection.
it if necessary, and then redesktop.
insert it into the InnoTab® 3.
USB connection
Poor USB cable
Securely connect the USB
window does not pop connection.
cable to InnoTab® 3 and the
up after connecting
computer.
to computer.
Connection is running Connect the InnoTab® 3
through USB hub.
directly to the computer,
without using a hub.
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Clock time is
not accurate or
InnoTab® 3 requests
to set up time
when turning on
InnoTab® 3.

Backup battery
power low or backup
battery is not installed
correctly.

Touch screen is
Touch screen requires
inaccurate or it is
calibration.
impossible to select
the correct icon on the
screen.
Small particles inside
gap of LCD screen.

Replace backup battery
and make sure the backup
battery is installed correctly
(for backup battery
replacement instructions,
please see Backup Battery
Replacement section on
page 24).
Turn the InnoTab® 3*!! /A>G
hold
,
and
down
when turning the InnoTab® 3
*) !HEEHPthe steps on the
screen.
Use a tooth pick to gently
remove any small particles
within the gap.
Format the microSD card to
FAT32 in your computer.

Inserted a microSD
card (not included),
but the tablet cannot
K><H@GBS>BM
Files copied to the
M:;E>M[LBGM>KG:E
memory disappeared.
When using the
Rechargeable Power
Pack, the console
suddenly turns off
without giving a "Low
Battery" warning.

microSD card format is
not FAT32.

/A>M:;E>M[LF>FHKR
was not formatted to
FAT32.
There is uneven charge
storage among the
cells in the battery
packs.

If formatting the memory is
necessary, make sure it is
formatted to FAT32.
Charge the rechargeable
battery packs for 24 hours
(keep charging even after the
battery charging indicator light
stops flashing).

The battery charging
indicator light does
not come on.

The AC Adapter is not
properly connected,
or the tablet has been
left on.

Inspect the AC adapter.
Make sure that the adapter
is securely connected to the
InnoTab® and plugged in to the
wall outlet.
Make sure the tablet is turned
off.
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The green light blinks
very quickly when
attempting to charge
the unit.

The rechargeable
Check that the rechargeable
batteries are not able to batteries are correctly installed
charge properly.
in the tablet.
Make sure the connector pins
on the InnoTab® and the metal
contacts on the battery packs
are clean and free of debris.
If problem persists after
checking the above, unplug
the AC adapter from the AC
adapter jack. Wait for 10
seconds before plugging the
AC adapter back in.

For more information and troubleshooting tips, visit
PPP OM><ADB=L <HFMNMHKB:ELBGGHM:;
If your InnoTab® 3 does not respond to an inserted cartridge, please
carefully try the following:
d ->FHO>:EE;:MM>KB>L:G=NGIEN@:EEPBKBG@
d 0L>:<HMMHGLP:;=BII>=BGKN;;BG@:E<HAHEHK:G:E<HAHE ;:L>=
window cleaner to gently clean the contact area of the cartridge slot.
d $?G><>LL:KR =KR:EEMA><E>:G<HGM:<M:K>:LPBMA:LH?M EBGM ?K>><EHMA
d +E>:L> F:D> LNK> MA:M :EE I:KML :K> <HFIE>M>ER =KR ;>?HK> K>LMHKBG@
electricity.
Static electricity may cause the InnoTab® 3 to malfunction. In some cases,
the game play score stored in the tablet memory may be lost. In cases
where InnoTab® 3 is malfunctioning due to static electricity, reset the tablet
by removing and reinstalling the batteries, or by unplugging and replugging
MA>:=:IM>K *K B?MA>LM:MB<>E><MKB<BMRF:E?NG<MBHGH<<NKK>==NKBG@MA>
=HPGEH:=BG@IKH<>LL =BL<HGG><MMA>0.<:;E> =>E>M>MA><HKKNIM>=?BE> 
:G=K>L>MMA>M:;E>M:L=>L<KB;>=:;HO> /A>GK><HGG><MMA>0.<:;E>
and restart the download process.
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Technical Support
d$?RHNA:O>:IKH;E>FMA:M<:GGHM;>LHEO>=;RNLBG@MABLF:GN:E P>
encourage you to visit us online or contact our Consumer Services
>I:KMF>GMPBMA:GRIKH;E>FL:G=HKLN@@>LMBHGLMA:MRHNFB@AMA:O> 
A support representative will be happy to assist you. Before requesting
support, please be ready to provide or include the information below:
d/A>G:F>H?RHNKIKH=N<MHKFH=>EGNF;>KMA>FH=>EGNF;>KBLEH<:M>=
on the back of the display panel).
d/A>:<MN:EIKH;E>FRHN:K>>QI>KB>G<BG@
d/A>:<MBHGLRHNMHHDKB@AM;>?HK>MA>IKH;E>FLM:KM>=
Internet : www.vtechkids.com
+AHG>   BGMA>0 . HK   BG:G:=:

Copyright Notices
¡ 4 1/><A  EE -B@AML ->L>KO>=  VTech® and the VTech® logo are
MK:=>F:KDL H? 1/><A  InnoTab® and Learning Lodge™ are trademark of
1/><A EEHMA>KMK:=>F:KDL:K>IKHI>KMRH?MA>BKK>LI><MBO>HPG>KL
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IMPORTANT NOTE:
Creating and developing InnoTab® 3 The Learning Tablet products is
accompanied by a responsibility that we at VTech® take very seriously. We
make every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information that forms the
O:EN>H?HNKIKH=N<ML #HP>O>K >KKHKLLHF>MBF>L<:GH<<NK $MBLBFIHKM:GM
for you to know that we stand behind our products and encourage you to
call our Consumer Services >I:KMF>GM:M   BGMA>0 . HK
   BG:G:=: PBMA:GRIKH;E>FL:G=HKLN@@>LMBHGLMA:MRHN
might have. A service representative will be happy to help you. This product
BLEB<>GL>=NG=>KMA>1I:M>GMIHKM?HEBHEB<>GL>?HKMA>I>KLHG:ENL>H?
a consumer or other uses in which it does not receive remuneration to
B >G<H=>OB=>HBG<HFIEB:G<>PBMAMA>1LM:G=:K=“1OB=>Hg :G=HK
BB  =><H=> 1 OB=>H MA:M P:L >G<H=>= ;R : <HGLNF>K >G@:@>= BG :
I>KLHG:E :<MBOBMR :G=HK P:L H;M:BG>= ?KHF : OB=>H IKHOB=>K EB<>GL>= MH
IKHOB=>1OB=>H 
No license is granted or shall be implied for any other use. Additional
BG?HKF:MBHGF:R;>H;M:BG>=?KHF(+ "' ' '  .>>
AMMIPPP FI>@E: <HF

Disclaimer and Limitation of Liability
VTech® E><MKHGB<L )HKMA F>KB<:  ' '   :G= BML LNIIEB>KL :LLNF> GH
responsibility for any damage or loss resulting from the use of this
handbook. VTech® E><MKHGB<L )HKMA F>KB<:  ' '   :G= BML LNIIEB>KL
assume no responsibility for any loss or claims by third parties that may arise
through the use of this software. VTech® E><MKHGB<L)HKMAF>KB<: ' '  
and its suppliers assume no responsibility for any damage or loss caused
by deletion of data as a result of malfunction, dead battery, or repairs. Be
sure to make backup copies of important data on other media to protect
against data loss. Company: VTech® E><MKHGB<L)HKMAF>KB<: ' ' 
==K>LL2 .ANK>KBO> .NBM> KEBG@MHG#>B@AML $'0.
+AHG>   BGMA>0 . HK   BG:G:=:
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Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits
?HK:E:LL=B@BM:E=>OB<> INKLN:GMMH+:KMH?MA>!-NE>L
These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful
interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses
and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in
accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio
<HFFNGB<:MBHGL #HP>O>K MA>K>BLGH@N:K:GM>>MA:MBGM>K?>K>G<>PBEEGHM
occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful
interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by
turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct
the interference by one or more of the following measures:
d->HKB>GMHKK>EH<:M>MA>K><>BOBG@:GM>GG:
d$G<K>:L>MA>L>I:K:MBHG;>MP>>GMA>>JNBIF>GM:G=K><>BO>K
dHGG><MMA>>JNBIF>GMBGMH:GHNME>MHG:<BK<NBM=B??>K>GM?KHFMA:MMH
which the receiver is connected.
dHGLNEMMA>=>:E>KHK:G>QI>KB>G<>=K:=BH/1M><AGB<B:G?HKA>EI
/ABL=>OB<><HFIEB>LPBMA+:KMH?MA>!-NE>L *I>K:MBHGBLLN;C><M
to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful
interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received,
including interference that may cause undesired operation.

)$ .  )( 
Caution : Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party
K>LIHGLB;E>?HK<HFIEB:G<><HNE=OHB=MA>NL>KL:NMAHKBMRMHHI>K:M>MA>
equipment.
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END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
/#$.$.' "'"- ( )/ /2 )4*0)1/ #$) \1/ #g .//$)"
/#  / -(. /#/ "*1 -) 4*0- 0.  *! .*!/2-  !*- $))*/® 3 *- $)
*)) /$*)2$/#/# ++'$/$*)*!.*!/2- \.*!/2- g \.*!/2- g
$)'0 .0$*!$' .!*-/# $))*/® 3.4./ (
4/$1/$)" 0.$)" *2)'*$)"*-$)./''$)"/#$..*!/2-  4*0
- "- $)"/* *0)4/# / -(.*!/#$."- ( )/ 4*0--$"#/
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/ -(.)*)$/$*).
2# - 1 - /#$. "- ( )/ - ! -. /* \4*0g *- \4*0- g $/ $. ( )/ /*
$)'0 */#+- )/)#$'- )0. -.  3 +/2# - #$'$.)*/
*!.0!!$$ )/' "'" /* )/ -$)/*$)$)"*)/-/.0#.)
*(( - /-)./$*) *-+-*1$ )4- ,0$- *). )/..0#
.*). )//*/*'' /$*) +-* ..$)" *-/-).! -. $)2#$#
. /# +- )/*!.0##$'# - 4&)*2' " .)"- .# 
.# $./$)"*)/# #$'. #'!/* !! /0/ .0#*)/-/.*-
*). )/.)$.!0''4'$' !*-/# /$*).*-$)/$*).*!.0#
#$'2$/#- .+ //*/# 0. *!/# .*!/2- )- '/ . -1$ .
 *2) -.#$+ /A>.H?MP:K>:G=H<NF>GM:MBHGBG<EN=BG@:EE<HGM>GM<HGM:BG>=
PBMABG MA> +KH=N<M  :K> HPG>= ;R 1/ #  HK BML EB<>GLHKL  :G= :K> IKHM><M>= ;R
international copyright and other intellectual property laws. The Software and
Documentation shall only be used by you in accordance with this Agreement. The
.H?MP:K>:G=H<NF>GM:MBHG:K>EB<>GL>= GHMLHE=  Q<>IM:LLI><B?B<:EERL>M?HKMA
A>K>BG 1/ #:G=BMLEB<>GLHKLK>M:BG:EEKB@AM MBME>:G=BGM>K>LM BG<EN=BG@:EEBGM>EE><MN:E
property rights, in and to the Software and Documentation.
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  '$ ).  / -(.  1/ # @K:GML MH RHN  LN;C><M MH MA> M>KFL  <HG=BMBHGL :G=
limitations further defined in this Agreement, a non-exclusive, non-sublicenseable,
non-transferable license for non-commercial use, and to use the Documentation
in connection with such use of the Software. Any modifications, upgrades, error
<HKK><MBHGL HKHMA>KNI=:M>LMHMA>.H?MP:K>IKHOB=>=;R1/ #MHRHNLA:EE;>
deemed part of the Software and use thereof shall be governed by the terms and
conditions of this Agreement, unless the parties have entered into a separate,
written agreement governing such modifications, upgrades, error corrections, or
other updates.
  - ./-$/$*). *) - 1 -.  )"$) -$)" ) . 0-$/4  Q<>IM MH MA>
>QM>GMHMA>KPBL>>QIK>LLER:G=NG:F;B@NHNLER:NMAHKBS>=;R1/ #HKMHMA>>QM>GM
LN<AK>LMKB<MBHGL:K>>QIEB<BMERIKHAB;BM>=;R:IIEB<:;E>E:P RHNLA:EE)*/K>O>KL>
engineer, decompile, disassemble, translate or attempt to learn the source code of
the Software (ii) copy, modify, create derivative works of, distribute, sell, assign, pledge,
sublicense, lease, loan, rent, timeshare, deliver or otherwise transfer the Software (iii)
remove from the Software, or alter or add, any copyright, trademarks, trade names,
logos, notices or markings (iv) violate, tamper with or circumvent any security system
HKF>:LNK>LBFIE>F>GM>=;R1/ #PAB<A:K>=>LB@G>=MHIK>O>GMNG:NMAHKBS>=
copying of the Software. Any such forbidden use shall immediately terminate your
license to the Software without any prior notice.
 '$($/ 2--)/4 1/ #P:KK:GMLMHRHNbLN;C><MMHRHNK<HFIEB:G<>PBMAMA>
terms herein – that for a period of ninety (90) days from the date you purchase the
+KH=N<M MA>.H?MP:K>PBEELN;LM:GMB:EER<HG?HKFMH1/ #LIN;EBLA>=LI><B?B<:MBHGL
for the Software. Your sole and exclusive remedy under the foregoing warranty shall
;>?HK1/ # :MBML<AHB<> MHNL><HFF>K<B:EERK>:LHG:;E>>??HKMLMH<HKK><M:GR
LN;LM:GMB:EGHG <HG?HKFBMRH?MA>.H?MP:K>K>IHKM>=MH1/ #BGPKBMBG@PBMABGMA>
P:KK:GMRI>KBH=:G=HKIKHOB=>:K>IE:<>F>GM<HIRH?MA>.H?MP:K> /A>?HK>@HBG@
warranty shall not apply to any non-conformity that is caused by (i) the use or operation
of the Software with an application or in an environment other than that intended or
K><HFF>G=>=;R1/ # BB FH=B?B<:MBHGLMHMA>.H?MP:K>GHMF:=>;R1/ #HK
(iii) third party hardware or software provided by any third party.
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<HFIER PBMA :GR M>KF MA>K>H?  )H GHMB<> LA:EE ;> K>JNBK>= ?KHF 1/ # MH >??><M
such termination.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
1>KLBHG %NG>
HIRKB@AM  !K>>.H?MP:K>!HNG=:MBHG $G< !K:GDEBG.MK>>M !B?MA!EHHK HLMHG (
 0. O>KRHG>BLI>KFBMM>=MH<HIR:G==BLMKB;NM>O>K;:MBF<HIB>LH?MABLEB<>GL>=H<NF>GM 
but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By
<HGMK:LM MA>")0">G>K:E+N;EB<'B<>GL>BLBGM>G=>=MH@N:K:GM>>RHNK?K>>=HFMHLA:K>:G=<A:G@>
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies
to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit
MHNLBG@BM .HF>HMA>K!K>>.H?MP:K>!HNG=:MBHGLH?MP:K>BL<HO>K>=;RMA>")0'>LL>K">G>K:E
Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.
2A>GP>LI>:DH??K>>LH?MP:K> P>:K>K>?>KKBG@MH?K>>=HF GHMIKB<> *NK">G>K:E+N;EB<'B<>GL>L
are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change
the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or
to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it. For example, if you distribute copies of such
a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You
must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these
terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which
@BO>LRHNE>@:EI>KFBLLBHGMH<HIR =BLMKB;NM>:G=HKFH=B?RMA>LH?MP:K> 
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that
there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,
we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced
by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that
redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program
proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's
free use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
/ -(.)*)$/$*).!*-*+4$)" $./-$0/$*))(*$!$/$*)
0.This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright
holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program",
below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the
Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a
IHKMBHGH?BM >BMA>KO>K;:MBFHKPBMAFH=B?B<:MBHGL:G=HKMK:GLE:M>=BGMH:GHMA>KE:G@N:@> #>K>BG:?M>K 
MK:GLE:MBHGBLBG<EN=>=PBMAHNMEBFBM:MBHGBGMA>M>KFFH=B?B<:MBHG  :<AEB<>GL>>BL:==K>LL>=:LRHN 
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are
outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the
Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of 34
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having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1.You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any
medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and
to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer
warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based
on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files
and the date of any change.
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is
derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when
started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement
including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that
you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and
M>EEBG@MA>NL>KAHPMHOB>P:<HIRH?MABL'B<>GL>  Q<>IMBHGB?MA>+KH@K:FBML>E?BLBGM>K:<MBO>;NM
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required
to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are
not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works
in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute
them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a
work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License,
whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part
regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely
by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective
works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with
a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the
other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code
or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of
the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be
distributed under the terms of Sections1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software
interchange; or,
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b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge
no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable
copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above
on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source
code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the
program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For
an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus
any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation
H?MA>>Q><NM:;E> #HP>O>K :L:LI><B:E>Q<>IMBHG MA>LHNK<><H=>=BLMKB;NM>=G>>=GHMBG<EN=>
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components
(compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that
component itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated
place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source
along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under
this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void,
:G=PBEE:NMHF:MB<:EERM>KFBG:M>RHNKKB@AMLNG=>KMABL'B<>GL> #HP>O>K I:KMB>LPAHA:O>K><>BO>=
copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.
 4HN:K>GHMK>JNBK>=MH:<<>IMMABL'B<>GL> LBG<>RHNA:O>GHMLB@G>=BM #HP>O>K GHMABG@>EL>
grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program
(or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all
its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
  :<A MBF> RHN K>=BLMKB;NM> MA> +KH@K:F HK :GR PHKD ;:L>= HG MA> +KH@K:F  MA> K><BIB>GM
automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients'
exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third
parties to this License.
 $? :L:<HGL>JN>G<>H?:<HNKMCN=@F>GMHK:EE>@:MBHGH?I:M>GMBG?KBG@>F>GMHK?HK:GRHMA>KK>:LHG
(not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of
this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License
and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at
all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all
those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both
it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the
balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims
or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of
the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people
have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in
K>EB:G<>HG<HGLBLM>GM:IIEB<:MBHGH?MA:MLRLM>FBMBLNIMHMA>:NMAHK=HGHKMH=><B=>B?A>HKLA>
is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the
rest of this License.
 $?MA>=BLMKB;NMBHG:G=HKNL>H?MA>+KH@K:FBLK>LMKB<M>=BG<>KM:BG<HNGMKB>L>BMA>K;RI:M>GMLHK
by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution
is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
 /A>!K>>.H?MP:K>!HNG=:MBHGF:RIN;EBLAK>OBL>=:G=HKG>PO>KLBHGLH?MA>">G>K:E+N;EB<
License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
=B??>KBG=>M:BEMH:==K>LLG>PIKH;E>FLHK<HG<>KGL :<AO>KLBHGBL@BO>G:=BLMBG@NBLABG@O>KLBHG
number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later
version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any
later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version
number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution
conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by
the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions
?HKMABL *NK=><BLBHGPBEE;>@NB=>=;RMA>MPH@H:ELH?IK>L>KOBG@MA>?K>>LM:MNLH?:EE=>KBO:MBO>LH?
our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY
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